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Traditional and 
Elite

When design and functionality stand the test of 
time it’s legendary.  When joined with quality that 

lasts a lifetime it’s called the

D E S I G N
C O L L E C T I O N

Cover Photo– Finish/Wood: Hallmark Cherry w/Onyx Glaze & Ebony Maple
Door Style: Newcastle Inset w/3” Stiles & Rails 

Finish/Wood: Parfait Maple w/Toffee Glaze 
Door Style: Summit Square w/3” Stiles & Rails w/Vintage Artistry

Finish/Wood: Cameo Maple w/Toffee Glaze 
Door Style: Springdale



Finish/Wood: Praline Maple 
Door Style: Portland Supreme

Finish/Wood: Custom Match Maple
Door Style: Lincoln Inset w/3” Stiles & Rails



Finish/Wood: Natural Hickory
Door Style: Seattle

Holiday Kitchens’ Traditional and Elite Collections blend 
elegant wood textures with innovative and ingenious 
engineering. A kitchen needs to embrace any occasion, 
any setting.  With the Traditional and Elite Collection, a 
classic sense of meaning will be embraced for a lifetime.Finish/Wood: Natural Hickory

Door Style: Seattle

Traditional. Elite.



Finish/Wood: Cameo Maple w/Mocha Glaze
Door Style: Georgian

Finish/Wood: Cameo Maple w/Mocha Glaze & Country Hearth Alder
Door Style: Portland Supreme w/3” Stiles & Rails



Finish/Wood: Country Hearth Alder
Door Style: Riverside

Finish/Wood: NC-32 Paint Maple
Door Style: Petersburg Square Inset

Finish/Wood: NC-32 Paint Maple
Door Style: Petersburg Square Inset



Quality Built to Last a Lifetime®

We’re dedicated to you and we’re dedicated to quality.  When we 
work together it will be right.  That’s because Holiday Kitchen’s 
professionals are quality technicians.  From our designer partners and 
lumber graders, to the hard working folks on the production line and 
the packers and shippers who make certain everything is in excellent 
order.

With us, it’s all about you.  More choices and more options to make 
your kitchen dreamlike.  But in our case, it’s not a dream; it’s about 
making the dream a reality.  We do it everyday, for thousands of 
families every year.  With our dealer designers – who are the best in 
the business – we can’t wait to do it for you.  Cheers!

Holiday Kitchens’ Traditional and Elite Design Collection features: “Master Finish” coating system, dovetailed solid wood drawers, 
a state-of-the-art design drawer guide system, and over 100 door styles available in oak, cherry, maple, alder and hickory.

Elite Design Collection Traditional Design Collection

Finish/Wood: Sable w/Alpine Glaze Maple
Door Style: Lancaster Square


       

Cabinet Construction.  Cabinets are constructed using 
1/2" plywood sides.  Tops and bottoms of wall cabinets are 1/2" 
industrial board.  Wall cabinet bottoms are finished maple.  Base 
cabinets have 1/2" thick industrial board bottoms and 3/4" solid 
wood side rails for attaching counter tops.  All cabinets have 3/4" x 
2 9/16" wood hanging strips for attaching cabinets to the wall. Wall 
cabinet tops and bottoms and base cabinet bottoms are glued and 
fastened into dados in the cabinet sides and frames. Standard interior 
is wood grain birch vinyl. 

Finished “Furniture” Ends. Cabinets with finished 
ends are constructed with 5/8" plywood, flush with the face frame 
and finished in the same color.  

Shelves. Cabinet shelves are 3/4" thick industrial board with 
vinyl applied to both sides.  The front edge is banded to match.  Wall 
and base cabinet shelves are adjustable, full depth, and are held in 
place by metal shelf (spoon) clips. 

Doors. Cabinet doors are available in many different styles, 
including solid panel, mortised and tenoned or mitered.  Hinge and 
overlay options are available.  Create your own look with a choice of 
edge profiles, panel profiles, and frame size.   

Drawers. Drawer boxes are 5/8" solid hardwood dovetailed 
construction with an eased top edge and 1/4" maple plywood 
bottom.  Guides are Hettich Quadro  (full extension - silent close) 
rated at 100 lbs.  mounted to cabinet sides using the                   
system.   1/2” thick drawer bottoms available.

Cabinet Construction.  Cabinets are constructed using 
5/8” plywood sides, tops and bottoms. Wall cabinets are 14” deep. Base 
cabinets have 3/4” solid wood side rails for attaching counter tops. All 
cabinets have 3/4” x 2 9/16” solid wood hanging strips for attaching 
cabinets to the wall. Tops and bottoms of walls and bottoms of bases are 
glued and fastened into dados in the cabinet sides and frames.

Finished “Furniture” Ends.  3/4” plywood ends are flush 
with the face frame and finished in the same color. Natural maple plywood 
is standard for all interior surfaces. For an additional charge, you can 
specify that the interior wood and finish match the exterior of the cabinet. 
Wall cabinet bottoms will be maple and stained or painted with the same 
materials as the doors and face frame.

Shelves.  Cabinet shelves are 3/4” thick plywood with edge banding 
applied to the front. Wall and base cabinet shelves are adjustable, 
full depth, and are held in place by metal shelf (spoon) clips. 

Doors.  Cabinet doors are available in many different styles, including 
solid panels, mortised and tenoned or mitred. Create your own look with 
a choice of edge profiles, panel profiles, and frame size. Choose from a 
variety of hinge and overlay options including flush inset or beaded inset.

Drawers.  Drawer boxes are 5/8" solid hardwood dovetailed con-
struction with 1/4” maple plywood bottom.  Guides are Hettich Quadro  
(full extension - silent close) rated at 100 lbs.  mounted to cabinet sides 
using the                   system.  All top edges of the drawer box are shaped 
and hand sanded.  1/2” thick drawer bottoms are also available.



Quality Designed for Quality Living®

A division of: Mastercraft Industries Inc.
Rice Lake, WI 54868

Visit our web site: www.holidaykitchens.com

When it’s for a lifetime, it had better be superb.  And that’s the way it will be when 
you work with Holiday Kitchens.  Yes, we’re unmatched in the industry; yes, our 
materials are second to none; and yes, our craftsmen and our dealer-partners deliver 
unconditional quality everyday.

How do we do it?  Well, we’re resourceful – just like you.  We operate our own 
lumber mill so we have a stake - right up front - in your kitchen.  This direct access 
and control yields a variety of cabinets, doors, drawers and components within a 
vast variety of budgets.  Dreaming of a lifetime of quality in your new kitchen?  With 
Holiday Kitchens, the dream comes true.
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Holiday Kitchens Authorized Dealer:

Quality Built  to Last a Lifetime® 

Finish/Wood: Parchment Maple and Ebony Maple
Door Style: Newcastle

Photos in this brochure may not reflect the true color of cabinetry.  Photo Credits: Bzak Design Group - Ohio | Capital Cabinets - New York | Kitchen Choice  Div. of Home Tech Renovations - Pennsylvania | Kitchen & Bath 
Images, LLC - Tennessee | Naples Kitchen & Bath, Inc. - Florida | Selin Custom Kitchens - Illinois | Unique Custom Cabinets - Ohio | Kitchen Kraft - Ohio | Kitchen Gallery - Tennessee | First Supply - Wisconsin

Custom Cabinets With 
Tomorrow in Mind™


